Retractable Roofs by LITRA
Retractable Roofs by LITRA are designed for any type of weather and perform greatly with snow, rain, wind and are ideal for all
type of business.
LITRA Motorized Enclosures are Retractable Roofs that you can open and close as you please just by a simple click on a button.
The standard version of LITRA Retractable Roofs is 1/3 fix and 2/3 retractable. In special condition our Retractable Roof can be
1/4 fix and 3/4 retractable. With a simple click you can open and close LITRA retractable roofs or retractable enclosures and enjoy
the summer and sunny days or keep the retractable enclosures close and be protected from sudden rain, strong wind, pollution,
snow, breeze.
Our Retractable roof are guaranteed for five years by LITRA and is developed with high-resistant aluminum structure able to resist
at wind up to 120 mph. Retractable roofs by LITRA is an ideal solution when you want attract more customers again again and
again because thanks to our motorized retractable system you can create one innovative room where your customers enjoy the
summer and the winter. Those who choose to install retractable roof by LITRA generally increase their profits from 5% to 25%.
Choose now to install our products and increase your profits. With LITRA retractable enclosure the return of investment is
guaranteed! Our team of engineers and architects makes continuous improvement and innovation in order to offer the best
quality,healthy environment , safety , long lasting that allow us to meet the most sophisticate customers needs to achieve “zero
defect, zero complaints” as the best solution.
Our Motto is Expanding you living space!

Request a free estimate

If you want create a new room or restyle your business, you can combine our retractable roof with our revolutionary retractable
screen enclosures. Thanks to combination to Retractable roofs and screen enclosures, you can add at your business one touch of
style and one new room where you can service your customers and your guest. Retractable roofs is ideal in all type of situations
and business, for example, is really recommended in case of Restaurants, Hotels, Bars, Pubs, Nightclubs and other business.

Litra USA retractable roofs is possible with two solutions of roofs: Standard Retractable Roofs or Sunroom Roofs. They can be
fixed (fixed enclosures) or sliding (sliding roofs systems). The structure is completely removable and it’s regarded by
municipalities as a non permanent structure.
Realize today your dreams. Take your retractable roof by LITRA and increase your profits now!.

